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ABSTRACT The security system now is being high, still people are facing many problems due to 

robberies. So, to improve the security a prototype Three Level Security System is implemented. Three 

Level Security System helps in decreasing of robberies.  This system can be used anywhere, and easy to 

implement and maintain. The prototype is designed with many sensors like magnetic sensor, vibration 

sensor, motion sensor. The System also consists of an application especially designed for users to get 

notification. So, before the robbery takes place the user gets cautious when he/she gets a notification. 

Three Level Security System consists of three levels. Level-I is designed to get a notification when a 

person comes near to room and the image of person is sent to the admin/user. Level-II is the motions of 

person is detected and notification is sent to the admin/user. Level-III sends the notification to user 

when the locker is broken. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

IOT or Internet of Things refers to the network of connected physical objects that may communicate 

and exchange data among themselves without the necessity   of any human intervention. It’s been 

formally defined as an “Infrastructure of data Society”, because IOT allows us to gather information 

from all quite mediums like humans, animals, vehicles, kitchen appliances. Thus, any object within the 

physical world which might be supplied with an IP address to enable data transmission over a network 

is made a part of IOT system by embedding them with electronic hardware like sensors, software and 

networking gear.  IOT is different than Internet as during   a way it transcends Internet connectivity by 

enabling everyday objects that uses embedded circuits to interact and communicate with one another 

utilizing the present Internet infrastructure. 

This project is implemented using face recognition, in this prototype it has three levels like Level-I 

is used for when a person comes near to a room which consists locker the authenticator gets a 

notification through the app. The software can be used for both laptops and mobiles, in this the 

notification system is given to know the status of the thief and also in Level-II the admin gets a 

notification when a person enters into a room the image of a person is captured through camera which is 

placed inside the room and in Level-III it sends the notification of person movements captured by 

motion sensor and complete motions are sent as notification to user. 

We came up with this idea of developing an easier, multipurpose, cost-effective design to regulate 

the on-off mechanism of assorted devices within the field via short message service or SMS. The 

project is more helpful just in case of crisis, true being the absence of the supervisor at the work place 

so he/she is unable to observe in the flesh for the aim of safety. 

Aim 

The major aim of the project is to provide high security system for the users. This system 

consists of an app from which user gets a notification when a person enters in to locker room of home. 

This system can be used both in laptops and mobiles. The objective of the Three Level Security System 

is to provide high security system for the admins and users. The user gets an alert message when the 

person tries to break the door using vibration sensor, the message is sent to the admin through the app. 

Domain 

The internet of things may well be a system of interrelated devices which have ability to transfer 

data over a network without requiring human-computer interactions. Applied science emphasis 

development of intelligence machines, thinking and dealing like humans. Some applications of applied 
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science include expert systems, communication processing, and speech recognition and machine vision. 

It has been formally defined as an “Infrastructure of knowledge society”, because IOT allows us to 

collect information from all quite mediums like humans, animals, vehicles, kitchen appliances.  Thus, 

any object within the physical world which could be equipped an IP address to enable data transmission 

over a network are often made part of IOT system by embedding them with electronic hardware like 

sensors, software and networking gear. IOT is different than Internet as in a very way it transcends 

Internet connectivity by enabling everyday objects that uses embedded circuits to interact and 

communicate with each other utilizing this Internet infrastructure. 

Scope 

The main aim of people now a day is to provide high security with low cost and easy maintain. It 

is also easy to install and we can go through it whenever required and this can be done using the app 

which connects to the authenticator mail and app installed in any number of phones and laptops. This 

provides high security for an individual and also for an organization. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Security device has constantly been a difficulty and lots of them furnished their nice prototypes to 

improvise the safety and this task is mainly designed for domestic as it has 3 tiers through which thief 

may be stuck without problems and this additionally has an app in which the admin gets a notification 

every time the new entry comes. 

The I. Jermyn et al. (1999) describes, the hassle of getting into touchy records, consisting of pass- 

words, from an untrusted system, is glaringly undesirable, but roaming customers usually don't have 

any different option. They are in no factor to check the safety reputation of Internet cafe or enterprise 

middle machines, and as no opportunity to typing the pass- word. We don’t forget whether or not it's 

miles viable to go into records to confuse adware assumed to be walking at the system in question. The 

problem of mounting a collusion attack on an unmarried password makes the hassle greater tractable 

than it would appear. This hassle of password protection may be stepped forward through biometric 

primarily based totally authentication and graphical authentication, but availability and value of 

biometric authentication is sizable hassle. In this paper, we gift an opportunity person authentication 

primarily based totally on Images this is immune to key logger spywares. We have de- signal and 

applied a technique that makes use of a reinforced cryptographic hash feature to compute fast and 

secure passwords for arbitrarily many accounts while requiring. 

The J. Thorpe et al. (2004) describes, the major issue in banking is the authenticity of the client. Due to 

unavoidable hacking of the data bases on the cyber space, it is always quite hard to confide the data on the 

cyber spaces when increasing security is an issue text-based passwords are noted ought to buffet such 

problem. The necessitate for something more secure along with being user affable is required. This is 

where Image Based Authentication (IBA) comes into play. It provides clients a completely unique and 

secured authentication tool to work on. IBA enhances the protective layer in an exceptionally user affable 

way. This paper is a worldwide study on the subject of using images as the password set. This tool 

provides a secure communication channel between the communicating entities. The categorization of 

image set as client password aim at thwarting Brute Force attempts, Shoulder attempt, and Tempest 

attempt the client side while the attempts at the server side can be headed off by placing into the 

practice Kerberos protocol. 

 The M. N. Doja et al. (2006) describes, these flaws have however, contributed to the growing 

research interest in the development and use of graphical authentication systems as alternatives to text-

based systems. Graphical passwords or graphical authentication systems are password systems that use 

images rather than characters or numbers in user authentication. In spite of the growing acceptance of 

graphical passwords, empirical studies have shown that graphical authentication systems have also 

inherited some of the flaws of text-based passwords. These flaws include predictability, vulnerability to 

observational attacks and the inability of systems to efficiently combine security with usability. 

Hence, there is continued quest to find a system that has both strong usability and strong security. 

This paper is a detailed view of the current state of research into graphical authentication systems.
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The paper considers in difficult to confide the records at our online world so whilst growing safety 

is a problem textual content primarily based totally passwords aren't sufficient to buffer such problem. 

The necessitate for something greater stable alongside being consumer affable is required. This is in 

which Image Based Authentication (IBA)comes into play. It gives customers a very particular and secured 

authentication device to painting son. IBA complements the protective layer in a really consumer affable 

way. This paper is an international have a look at as regards to the usage of pin because the password set. 

This device gives a stable communication channel among the speaking entities. The categorization of 

image set as customer password pursuits at thwarting Brute Force tries, Shoulder strives, and Tempest 

strive on the customer aspect at the same time as the tries on the server aspect may be headed off with 

the aid of using putting into the exercise Kerberos protocol. 

The Christian Reinisch et al. (2007) describes, password safety is important trouble in safety. There 

is one-of-a-kind manner for hacking password along with adware and key logger your computer sports are 

reveal through the adware. Spyware similar to malware, it collects non-public data which websites are 

visited through consumer and for away long. Spyware has numerous approaches of infection. A not un usual 

place technique is through "piggy-banking" on software program downloads. Another is key-logger; a key-

logger is essentially adware. As indicated through its call’s sake, its "logs" or facts your keystrokes. 

Keystrokes are gathered in a brief file, that is then periodically uploaded to the author s region over the 

internet. The utility is a frontend which gives the consumer with a listing of gadgets to have interaction with. 

For this, we've got arise to graphical authentication schemes. There are strategies in graphical 

authentication i.e., consultation password authentication and photo primarily based totally authentication. 

Session passwords may be used handiest as soon as and one very occasion brand new password is 

generated. Image password can clean to remember. 

The Lee et al. (2017) describes, of their paper the net of bodily items is internet of things which 

includes the embedded era assisting in growing device to device or guy to device communication. This 

paper presents a dynamic records sheet approximately the town surrounding parameter taken from the 

stand –on my own gadget. 

The Chou et al. (2017) describes of their paper a domestic automatic gadget has faraway 

managed operation. This paper discusses approximately the problem on their installation locating out 

the diverse answers via one of a kind community technology and looking to optimize the usage of both 

gadgets. The home automation system [HAS] calls for heterogeneous, an everlasting and distributive 

computing surrounding’s cautious examine to broaden the suitable HAS. 

The Kamal et al. (2017) describes of their paper how this paper used Raspberry Pi as the 

network gateway. This paper make use of MQTT [Message Queuing Telemetry Transport] protocol for 

sending and receiving the records. All the sensors used on this paper has been managed via way of 

means of net web page enforcing the access control list [ACL] for imparting encryption technique for 

the secure transaction of the records. This paper makes use of diverse sensors, stressed and wireless, are 

linked with the Raspberry Pi.  

 

  Drawbacks of existing model 

High installation cost, one level notification system, Security level is low.  

 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

By utilizing the sensors like magnetic sensor, vibration sensor, Motion sensor and Arduino the system 

is designed. The model helps in sending notifications to the   user if the following actions takes place 

and the actions are divided in to three levels. In Level-I is designed to get a notification when a person 

comes near to room and the image of person is sent to the admin and user. So, that the person confirms 

that the person is not a family or known person.  In Level-II the motions of person is detected and 

notification is sent to the admin and user and that admin makes sure that the person has come for locker.  

In Level-III sends the notification    to user when the locker is broken. The main advantage of the 

system is identifying and capturing of image of that person. First, we will scan the images of the house 

members and save in the file. So, whenever the person image is captured, the owner gets a name of the 

person if already there, Else it notifies unknown person. 
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System specifications 

Hardware: Magnetic sensor, Vibration sensor, Motion sensor, WI-FI module, Buzzer, Relays 

Software: Arduino IDE, Embedded C 

Block diagram 

 
Fig: Block diagram of three level security system for home 

 The above block diagram contains WIFI module, Buzzer, Relays and Sensors like vibration 

sensor, magnetic sensor and motion sensor. 

 The objective of the Three Level Security System is to supply high security system for the 

admins and users.  The user gets an alert message when the person tries to interrupt the door using 

vibration sensor, the message is distributed to the admin through the app. The image is distributed to 

admin or user as a notification. With this concept of level-oping a less complicated, multipurpose, cost-

effective design to regulate the on-off mechanism of varied devices within the field via short message 

service or SMS. The project is more helpful just in case of crisis, things being the absence of the super- 

visor at the work place so he/she is unable to observe in the flesh for the aim of safety.  The images of 

relatives, friends etc. details where trained in a model and if unknown faces detected in the main gate 

means the user can get that notification. 

Flowchart 

 
Fig: Flowchart for three level security system for home 

The flowchart shows that the program will import all the files from the library, giving input image for 

comparison with the database, grey scale conversion of each image, the image comparison is done in 

Haar algorithm, decision taking after comparison whether authorized or unauthorized, end of flow. 

 Advantages 

Provide high security, Notification system, Tri level indication before action taking place, Used for 

industrial and households. 
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4. IMPLEMENTATION 

Implementation is that the phase of the venture when the hypothetical plan is transformed out into a 

working framework. Along these lines it alright is also viewed because the simplest stage in 

accomplishing a fruitful new framework and in giving the client, certainty that the new framework will 

work and be effective. The execution arrange includes cautious arranging, examination of this 

framework and its requirements on usage, planning of techniques to accomplish changeover and 

assessment of change over strategies. 

The software can be used for both laptops and mobiles, in this the notification system is given to 

know the status of the thief and also in Level-II the admin gets a notification when a person enters in to 

a room the image of a person is captured through camera which is placed inside the room and in Level-

III it sends the notification of person movements captured by motion sensor and complete motions are 

sent as notification to user. The output is generated in form of SMS, mail and cloud services. The device 

is fitted with all the possible emergency services helps to make the admin more secure. Admin can hear 

the alarm with alert message. All the data will be stored in cloud in a secure log in to measure the 

details of thief with respect to time. 

A method for framework trying out consists of framework experiments and shape structure systems 

into an all-around arranged arrangement of steps that outcomes within the effective development of 

graphical portrayal. The testing procedure must co- work test arranging, experiment configuration, test 

execution, and also the resultant information assortment and assessment. A technique for programming 

testing must suit low-level tests that are important to test that a touch ASCII text file section has been 

accurately actualized even as elevated level tests that approve significant framework capacities against 

client prerequisites. Testing speaks to an intriguing peculiarity for the examination framework. 

Consequently, a progression of testing is performed for the proposed framework before the framework 

is ready for client acknowledgment testing.  It is checked whether the information is properly flowing in 

to the program unit and properly happen out of it or not using module interface testing and the modules 

and libraries fitted in implementation. Unit testing focuses verification effort on the smallest unit of 

software design, the module we have created independently to verify that Data flow is correct and all 

conditions are exercised to check their validity. All loops are executed on their boundaries. This code 

results in working and visual way output with sounds, mailing and other services with result in visual 

results. This type of testing is used to test the functionality of product.  It compares the actual and 

expected outputs using input. We have used functional testing to check messaging module and cloud 

storage. 

  

5. RESULT 

 At present a high security is developing all over the world but the process is not sufficient and still they 

need more. Planned prototype has a Three Level Security System in which the face recognition plays a 

key role and also another key factor is notification system of the person’s name, motions of a person in a 

locker room. The more interesting is the levels for high security planned in a low budget and easy 

installation process and number of authentications is unlimited and the power required to maintain is 

low. 

Comparison 

At the point we are isolated with security guards, cc cameras but even we have cc cameras we 

are facing the issues. So, to avoid these circumstances these multilevel security system helps in 

identifying the person at the entrance and sending the notification to the admin. This helps in more 

protection and control of robberies. It acts an indicator for the authenticator before robbery taking place 

another advantage is he gets a notification even when the vibration is occurred and even the small 

disturbance will create the sense and notification is sent to user. The advantages of proposed method are, 

provide high security, notification system, tri level indication before action taking place, used for 

industrial and households. 
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Fig: Notifications 

6. CONCLUSION 

The sensors placed on the door informs the house owner as soon because the door is opened by 

sending a Push notification. The user will get this notification regardless of whether the phone is locked 

or unlocked or maybe if the other app is opened at the instant. This was the most objective of the 

project, which is that the user feels safe and not worry about any intrusion or break-ins when he’s aloof 

from home. This setup can even be utilized in commercial offices where some areas are restricted for 

sure personnel, such a system will immediately inform the administrator of any unauthorized personnel 

trying to access such a section. Therefore, the extensibility and applicability of such a system is merely 

limited only by the imagination. Another important component of the project is that the connectivity 

between the ESP8266 (Wi-Fi module) and therefore the Blynk server. The system successfully 

connected to the Blynk server using the authentication token and therefore the Blynk libraries. As a 

result, we had been capable of get the notification on our clever telephones as quickly as there become 

any alternate inside the popularity of the reed module sensor. Also, the extra ability to manage the alarm 

remotely is incredibly beneficial and may be very useful in some unforeseen circumstances. It had been 

also observed that the Blynk app worked smoothly and administrated all communication between the 

hardware and therefore the app very accurately. 
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